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Cluster-Substrate Interaction on a Femtosecond Time Scale Revealed by a High-Resolutio
Photoemission Study of the Fermi-Level Onset
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(Received 24 July 1998)

We have measured ultraviolet photoemission spectra of quasi-size-selected silver clusters atT 
40 K grown in the nanopits of a graphite surface. The Fermi-level onset observed shows distinct
deviations from the steplike shape typical for metals. A simple model that takes into account the finite
lifetime of the photohole (corresponding to a charged cluster) can explain these deviations by the cluster-
substrate interaction on a femtosecond time scale, and hence provide an explanation for the differences
between photoemission spectra of free and deposited clusters in general. [S0031-9007(98)07729-1]

PACS numbers: 36.40.Mr, 61.16.Ch, 73.23.Ps, 79.60.– i
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The electron energy measured in a photoemission
periment is influenced by the interaction with the remai
ing positive charge. In general, this is a dynamic proce
on a femtosecond time scale. An adiabatic and a su
den regime have been distinguished [1–3]. In the sudd
limit, the photoelectron leaves so fast that the ionize
system remains in the excited state until the photoele
tron has left the region of interaction. In the othe
limit, the system evolves adiabatically in time. In tha
case the ejected electron picks up the relaxation ener
while this is missing in the sudden limit, giving rise to
satellite structures or asymmetric line shapes [3]. F
most photoemission experiments the sudden approxim
tion was used for interpretation, but there are some e
amples of molecule or solid state spectroscopy where
breakdown of the sudden approximationwas stated or a
transition from adiabatic to the sudden regimewas ob-
served [4]. It was suspected [1] that these dynamic effe
could be different for finite systems, like, e.g., cluster
Finally, in low dimensional samples the localized positiv
charge has been discussed as one possible effect res
sible for unusual spectral shapes in photoemission [5],
particular, near the Fermi level.

In the past, photoelectron spectroscopy was used
study the electronic properties of free clusters in vacuu
[6], and of clusters supported on substrates [7–1
The importance of the remaining positive charge w
studied for free clusters [11] but also stated in the ca
of clusters on substrates [12]. The influence of th
substrate was discussed [9] in view of initial- and fina
state effects on core-electron binding energies, and
was argued that dynamic effects should be visible f
the intermediate cluster-substrate interaction on a graph
substrate, similar to a model yielding core level lin
shapes of adsorbates on a substrate [13]. However, th
effects could not be identified because of limited ener
resolution and nonuniform cluster size.

Here we present experimental ultraviolet photoemissi
spectroscopy (UPS) of the Fermi-level onset of quasi-siz
selected silver clusters deposited on a graphite substr
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The use of a high energy resolution at low temperatu
together with a method for controlled cluster growth
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) revealed new features in th
spectra, which can be described with a model consider
the remaining positive charge on the cluster includi
the cluster-substrate interaction. Our results show t
in these experiments neither the sudden nor the adiab
approximation is applicable, but that dynamic effects
a femtosecond time scale determine the spectral shap
the Fermi-level onset. Femtosecond dynamics have b
well known for cluster-substrate interactions [14]. O
observations fit well into the increasing interest in cluste
on substrates, after many years of successful work on
clusters in vacuum.

The experiments were carried out in the surfac
science facility described elsewhere [15]. It combin
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) atT # 5 K and
high-resolution UPSsDE  10 meVd at T # 50 K. The
silver clusters were produced by controlled condensat
of metal evaporated onto a graphite (HOPG) surface w
preformed pits of one monolayer depth and a diame
of 9 6 2 nm [16]. Before the silver evaporation wa
performed in UHV, the nanostructured HOPG surface w
heated 1 h at 870 K, and its cleanliness was checked
UPS. The size distribution of the clusters was determin
by the combination ofin situ UHV STM for the height
and ex situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM
for the lateral diameter. The cluster-height distributio
(cf. Fig. 1) as measured with STM was2.4 6 0.6 nm,
3.1 6 0.7 nm, and 3.9 6 0.8 nm. With a diameter-to-
height ratio of 1.4 the mean number of atoms in t
clusters are thenN  9 3 102, 2 3 103, and 4 3 103,
respectively.

The silver clusters produce a distinct signal in th
spectra. By taking the difference curves of the spec
before and after silver evaporation, their spectral con
bution could be extracted as described in Ref. [15].
comparison of spectra for different silver coverages a
cluster sizes we checked that this subtraction proced
completely removed the graphite signal. In Fig. 2 w
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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d
FIG. 1(color). Topographic STM images (scan area150 3 150 nm2) of silver clusters on graphite (HOPG) produced by controlle
condensation in nanopits. Height distributions of (a)2.4 6 0.6 nm, (b) 3.1 6 0.7 nm, and (c)3.9 6 0.8 nm; mean number of
atoms in one cluster:9 3 102, 2 3 103, and4 3 103, respectively.
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compare the spectra for the three different cluster sizes
Fig. 1 to the Fermi-level onset of bulk silver measure
at T  40 K. The bulk Fermi edge has a width o
DE  20 meV defining the energy resolution with the
pass energy of 2 eV used. All three spectra show simi
features. At the Fermi energy there is a kink as sha
as the Fermi-level onset of bulk silver (see arrows
Fig. 2) followed by a nearly linear increase towards low
energies. The curves then level off to a constant sign
with a smoothly rounded shape. This spectral sha
becomes most evident for the largest clusters withN 
4 3 103 atoms [cf. Fig. 2(c)] owing to the better statistics

FIG. 2. The spectral contribution of the silver clusters in UP
measured for the three different samples (a)–(c) of Fig.
at T  40 K with hn  21.2 eV. The bottom curve shows
the Fermi-level onset of bulk silver measured with identic
parameters. The arrows point to the characteristic kinks at
Fermi energy discussed in the text. The spectra are normali
to equal height of the Fermi-level onset.
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but we present three typical spectra out of many (n
shown). At first glance these spectra seem to indicate
the clusters are nonmetallic, because there is a vanish
density of states at the Fermi energy, which, howev
is impossible for such large clusters and inconsiste
with the pronounced plasmon resonance at approxima
3.5 eV which we observed (not shown) for all clust
sizes employing electron energy loss spectroscopy. T
existence of a cluster plasmon proves the collective mot
of thes electrons [17] typical for a metal.

Instead, we explain the observed spectral shape wit
model which takes into account the influence of the ph
tohole remaining on the metal cluster during the pho
emission process and the cluster-substrate interact
The charge remaining on the cluster after the photoio
ization process will cause a shift of the Fermi leve
For a free cluster in vacuum, this energy shift describ
roughly the difference between the ionization potent
of the cluster and the work function of the bulk ma
terial. An exact calculation shows this shift is give
by DE  ae2y4p´0R with a  0.41 for silver clusters
[11]. If one considers the cluster as a small particle
bulk, the contact with the substrate has to equalize the
Fermi energies. But this is valid only in a static view
since the charge transfer requires some time, depend
on the strength of the cluster-surface interaction. Fo
cluster which is coupled to a substrate the energy s
is time dependent. It finally vanishes when an electr
is regained from the substrate. For every single clus
this is a quantized process, since the charge amount
1e. The measured energy of the photoelectron depe
on how long the positive charge is remaining on the clu
ter. During this time interval there is an attractive forc
reducing the energy. Using a photon energy of 21.2 e
an electron from the Fermi level is leaving the samp
with a kinetic energy of about 17 eV, corresponding to
velocity of n  2.4 3 106 m s21 which is big enough to
be sensitive to processes on a femtosecond time scale
cause the electron travels a distance corresponding to
eral cluster radii (of the order of1029 m) during10215 s.
4609
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In a simple model, the elimination of the positive
charge is described by a characteristic timet which
can be interpreted as a tunneling time in the case o
weak cluster-substrate interaction.t will be dependent
on the cluster radius, and, additionally, it can vary eve
for clusters of equal radius owing to a different cluste
substrate coupling. But as a first step we formulate o
model for one cluster size and one timet only. In a
second step we will show that the results stay almo
the same when we include the experimental cluster s
distribution. The probability that the charge is eliminate
during the time intervalft, t 1 dtg is then given by

Pstd dt  s1ytd exps2tytd dt . (1)

In order to calculate the energy of the electron arrivin
at the electron energy analyzer, we need the poten
Wsrd acting on the electron on its way from the cluster t
infinity, with r being the distance from the center of th
cluster. A simple formula which fits the limiting case
WsRd  0 and limr!`fDE 2 Wsrdg ~ 1yr and should
give an estimation of the gross effects is given by

Wsrd 
ae2

4p´0

√
1

Rcluster
2

1
r

!
. (2)

If the charge on the cluster is neutralized after a timet,
the energy shift for the electron is equal toWsR 1 ntd.
The measured spectra average over a large numbe
photoelectrons with different timest. This leads—even
if all clusters are identical in radius and coupling to
the substrate—to a distribution of energy shifts given by
PsW d dW  PssstsWddddsdtydW d dW with W [ f0, Wmaxg
and Wmax  DE. The functionPsWd looks similar to
the core level line shapes for adsorbates with differe
coupling strength to the substrate, studied theoretica
[13] as well as experimentally [18]. If the clusters ge
very small, such a molecular model may also be app
cable. The measured Fermi onset at low temperatu
(where the thermal broadening is negligible) is forme
by a superposition of sharp Fermi edges shifted with t
distribution PsWd. With EB being the binding energy
this leads toSsEBd 

RWmax

0 PsWdQsEB 2 Wd dW , with
Qsxd  0 for x , 0 and Qsxd  1 for x $ 0. Finally,
with C  sRyntd

SsEBd 

Ω
1 2 exps2 CEB

Wmax2EB
d, for EB , Wmax,

1, for EB $ Wmax .
(3)

The function SsEBd is plotted for several values ofC
in Fig. 3(a). ForC ø 1 the Fermi onsets are shifted
by Wmax. This corresponds to the case of free cluste
with an infinite lifetime of the photohole. ForC ¿ 1 we
observe Fermi onsets atEB  0, because the photohole
is immediately neutralized. In the intermediate range, w
find curves with different curvatures, depending on th
value ofC.

To check on the influence of the cluster size distributio
we assumed a Gaussian distribution withR  R 6 0.2R,
4610
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FIG. 3. (a) Photoemission spectra calculated with Eq. (3) fo
several values ofC  sRyntd assuming clusters identical in
radius and coupling to the substrate. (b) Comparison
spectra calculated assuming a Gaussian size distribution w
R  R 6 0.2R (full lines) and the spectra of (a) (dashed lines)

which corresponds to the measured cluster sizes [1
CalculatedSsEBd curves for the different values ofC
were summed up with varyingWmax according to the
size distribution. The results are shown in Fig. 3(b
It is remarkable that the curves forC . 1 are almost
unchanged by the cluster size distribution. Especial
the kink at the Fermi energy remains as sharp as f
monodispersed clusters.

In Fig. 4 we show that the experimental spectrum fo
the clusters withN  4 3 103 atoms atT  40 K can
be described by our model if we choose the paramete
C  3.0 and Wmax  0.49 eV. Together with the mean
cluster radiusR  2.5 nm this results int  0.3 3

10215 s which is of the expected order of magnitude fo
a coupling with significant cluster-substrate interaction a
in the case of graphite. The value ofWmax  0.49 eV is
larger thanDE  0.24 eV, the number given in Ref. [11]
for free silver clusters of the same size. This may b
an indication that the cluster-substrate interaction n
only provides valuesC . 0, but also changes the total
shift given by Wmax (cf. Ref. [7]). We also show in
Fig. 4 the cluster signal at the Fermi energy with th
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FIG. 4. Top curve: Comparison of the experimental spectru
measured atT  40 K for clusters with 4 3 103 atoms and
the spectra calculated using Eq. (3) withC  3.0, Wmax 
0.49 eV, and R  R 6 0.2R. Bottom curve: Experimental
spectrum measured atT  300 K, and calculated spectrum
including thermal broadening, both of which do not reveal th
characteristic kink at the Fermi energy.

measurements made at room temperature. In this c
the thermal broadening of the Fermi edge masks t
sharp kink at the Fermi energy, which is also evide
in the calculated spectrum using identical parameters
at low temperatures, but convoluting a room temperatu
Fermi function. Therefore, performing UPS with high
energy resolution at low temperatures was crucial for th
clarification of the cluster-substrate interaction.

The shape of the spectra for smaller cluster siz
[cf. Fig. 2(a)] seems to indicate smaller values ofC
without the characteristic kink; however, our statistic
is not good enough for a model fit. We also do no
want to stress the quantitative agreement, because of
simplifications included in our model. For example, th
nonspherical cluster shapes and screening effects due
the polarizibility of the substrate are not included an
the simple potential given by Eq. (2) may need som
refinement. But the model describes well the princip
effects. Especially we want to point out the inheren
quantum mechanical size effect which is included in th
probability distribution (1). We rely on the fact that single
photoemission processes are characterized by statistic
distributed timest, otherwise we would get a shifted
Fermi energy broadened by the cluster size distributio
But with the cluster sizes measured this cannot explain t
spectra obtained, as we can see in Fig. 3(b) forC ø 1.
Instead of the sharp kink we would obtain a gap at th
Fermi energy, which could clearly be observed with ou
experimental energy resolution.
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